
APPENDIX 1: FACULTY APPROACH TO ASSESSMENT & FEEDBACK

Faculty Key
Stage

Approach

English 3 Students work in one A4 exercise book for all of their classwork and assessed work. Students take notes in lessons
during teacher-directed exercises and written tasks. Where appropriate, students will complete peer and
self-assessment after written tasks. Students will complete 2-3 extended writing tasks each term which will be formally
assessed by the teacher focusing on reading and writing skills. In their marking, teachers will use a yellow feedback
slip. This will highlight to students the type of assessment completed, their grade, areas of strength and targets for
development. There will also be a grade for presentation of book/quality of classwork which teachers will highlight, and
comment on if necessary. Feedback lessons are delivered after each assessment in which students are shown how to
improve their writing, complementing the personalised targets given to them, through specific ReAct tasks. Time is
given to students to reflect on their work in this way to help them understand what their next steps are and to take some
ownership of their progress. Verbal feedback is given to students after speaking and listening tasks.

4 All students are issued with two exercise books: a yellow exercise book for literature and a blue exercise book for
language. They will also receive one A4 folder for their language paper resources. Students write two assessed pieces
of work in the relevant exercise book every half term. This work is marked in detail by their teacher and all students are
given specific targets to work on. Some written work may be peer or self-assessed as appropriate. Feedback lessons
are delivered after each assessment to go over key skills that the class needs to focus on. The work completed in
feedback lessons should model and build on the personalised targets written in students’ exercise books. Students are
encouraged to return to assessment and feedback before writing their next piece.. Verbal feedback is given to informal
speaking and listening tasks.

5 English Language: Students are given an exercise book by each of their two teachers. Students write a minimum of
two essays every half term for each teacher (four essays in total) in these exercise books that are then marked in detail
by their teachers. Feedback lessons are delivered after each essay to help students reflect on their work and prepare
for the next essay.

English Literature: Students are given an exercise book by each of their two teachers. In year 12, students write a
minimum of two essays every half term for each teacher (four essays in total) in these exercise books that are then
marked in detail by their teachers. Feedback lessons are delivered after each essay to help students reflect on their
work and prepare for the next essay. From November of year 13, following completion of coursework, students write
two essays each week, one for each paper. Initially a combination of teacher and peer assessment is employed but



following the January trial examinations we move to weekly teacher assessment.

Maths 3 All students have an exercise book that they use for classwork and home-based learning. The work is assessed using
a variety of strategies, i.e. self-assessment, peer assessment and teacher marking using individualised stamps.
Assessments at the end of each module are marked by the teacher. During each module and prior to the end of module
assessment, a ReAct sheet will be filled in by the teacher, with targets given to help prepare for the assessment.
Students will self -assess their end of module result and write their next step targets based on the results achieved. All
assessments and project work is stored in a centrally held folder.

4 All students have an exercise book that they use for classwork and home-based learning. The work is assessed using
a variety of strategies, i.e. self-assessment, peer assessment and teacher marking using individualised stamps.
Assessments at the end of each module are marked by the teacher. During each module and prior to the end of module
assessment, a ReAct sheet will be filled in by the teacher, with targets given to help prepare for the assessment.
Students will self -assess their end of module result and write their next step targets based on the results achieved. In
year 11, students complete a weekly examination paper for home-based learning. This examination paper will be
marked in class together so that immediate feedback can be given. A sample of examination papers will be taken in to
check for accuracy. After marking the examination papers, targets are set by students, which forms part of an ongoing
revision list. All assessments and examination papers are stored in a centrally held folder. At certain points during the
course the folders are emptied and students store work at home.

5 All lesson notes are in folders. These are not marked by the teacher, but students are expected to self-assess their
work after each exercise. For each unit there is an assessed classwork task; there are approximately 9 applied and 9
pure units. Students are expected to make revision notes prior to the assessment and this may form part of their overall
mark. The work is then marked by the teacher, although at times may be peer assessed by the student, using exam
board mark schemes. This is a new system that is being trialled at the moment and so amendments may be made
throughout the year. Verbal feedback is also given by the teacher during this process. Throughout the course regular
longer assessments are taken which are marked by the teacher again against examination marking criteria. Verbal
feedback and targets will also be shared at this time. Examination papers used as revision are marked by the students,
using the examiners mark schemes.



Science 3 Yr7 & 8 have an exercise book for each teacher which will contain all work. Students will receive feedback/ReAct on a
main piece of work (extended writing task) as well as completing end of topic tests, approx. every six lessons. Students
complete a green tracker in the books after each assessment point.

4 Science uses notebooks. Notebooks are checked within lesson time using a proforma. Notebooks will also contain end
of topic tests, mini assessment Qs and required practical Qs, which are tagged or stuck into the books. The marking
of each of these is distributed across the topics. End of topic tests may be peer assessed, then teacher checked, with
feedback and ReAct completed on the marking grid. Student tracker graphs are completed to record progress.

Astrology All lesson notes for GCSE Astronomy are stored in folders. A folder check is performed once a half term during lesson
time to assess the overall quality of notes, effort and organisation. This is completed by the teacher using a proforma.
Folders also contain End of Topic Tests, Half-Termly Synoptic Tests and Mock exams. These are all teacher-marked at
the appropriate point in the lesson sequence. Feedback and ReAct may be completed on a marking grid or throughout
the papers. Student tracker sheets are completed to record progress. Students regularly peer and self assess work
throughout lessons. This includes HBL tasks.

5 KS5 have assessed homework Qs and end of topic tests/half termly tests. Some exam Qs will be self/peer assessed to
familiarise them with the markschemes. Lots of assessment is completed during lesson time on an individual basis. All
students also have lab books for CPACs, which are marked in accordance with exam board requirements.

Geography 3 Students are provided with a single A5 exercise book in which to complete all classwork and homework as outlined in
the scheme of learning for each year.. Notes are checked for quality, but not marked. Every KS3 student completes the
same piece of detailed work either as a home-based learning exercise or piece of classwork at an approximate midpoint
through each topic (as assigned by DoL). This is deep marked (including literacy marking) with targets and a ReAct task.
An emphasis will be given to the level of effort students put into their work, as well as the quality of their work. Targets
are designed to enable students to understand how to make progress based on the four academic components
assessed at KS3 - geographical knowledge, geographical skills, geographical understanding and geographical enquiry.
Each unit will finish with a formal assessment, varying in style depending on the topic. This is deep-marked, and
students are graded against the assessment without levels criteria using a proforma designed to target the four
fundamental geographical components outlined above. Targets and ReAct tasks are provided as a result to aid student
progression.



4 Students are given multiple A4 exercise books, keeping them separate based on which paper they relate to. Student’s
notes are checked but not all marked. Incomplete notes are to be signposted so that students catch-up, or finish
anything incomplete from any given lesson.

Home-Based Learning:
Students complete content-focused tasks or practice exam questions as home-based learning as outlined by DoL (or
appropriate to class at the discretion of individual teachers). These are then deep-marked by the class teacher, with
literacy checks, targets and ReAct tasks provided.Targets are recorded by students for use during the next similar task,
aimed at aiding gradual progression and confidence-building.

Assessment
Major assessment points are outlined in the department’s assessment schedule document. There are a total of 10 major
assessment points across the two year course (unless disruption impacts teaching timetables):

● 8 assessment points for Papers 1 and 2 where mid-unit and end of unit assessments are completed in lesson
time

● 2 assessment points from timetabled trial exams
All assessments are marked by the Classroom teacher, with targets and ReAct tasks provided to aid progression during
formal feedback sessions completed in class.

Also, minor assessment points are driven from performance in 9 mark questions set as homework (which is deep
marked as outlined above), and regular knowledge tests. All knowledge tests are to be scored out of 10 marks, and
should test a combination of:

● Key terminology and definitions
● Facts and statistics
● Maths skills

These are self-marked during lesson time, and checked by teachers during the next marking cycle. Students should use
outcomes from knowledge tests to assess gaps in their knowledge and inform further consolidation and revision.



5 Students use lever-arch folders to hold and organise classwork, homework, essays and assessments. A device (e.g. a
laptop) is part of a student's compulsory equipment. All work completed must be in the student's folders, organised using
the department’s organisational templates and folder dividers.

Home-Based Learning:
Students complete content-focused tasks or practice essay questions as home-based learning as outlined by DoL (or
appropriate to class at the discretion of individual teachers). These are then deep-marked by the class teacher, with
literacy checks, targets and ReActs given. Targets are recorded by students for use during the next similar task, aimed
at aiding gradual progression and confidence-building.

Assessment
Major assessment points are outlined in the schedule below. There are a total of 7 major assessment points across the
two year course:

● A minimum of 5 assessment points each for Papers 1 and 2 where examinations are completed in lesson time
● 2 assessment points from trial exams (per paper)

All assessments are marked by the Classroom teacher, with targets and ReAct tasks provided to aid progression.

Also, minor assessment points are driven from performance in 12 and 20 mark essay questions, most completed at
home, but also those that are timed in class and regular knowledge tests. All knowledge tests are to be scored out of 18
marks and completed without notes or signposting, testing a combination of:

● Key terminology and definitions
● Facts and statistics
● 4 mark question technique

These are self-marked during lesson time, and checked by teachers during the next marking cycle. Students should use
outcomes from knowledge tests to assess gaps in their knowledge and inform further consolidation and revision.



History 3 Format: Students complete all work (classwork and homework) in A5 exercise books. Class notes are checked for
quality, but not marked.
Review: All Key Stage books should be taken in and reviewed once per half-term (or 5 weeks). Classwork and
homework should be checked for quality and completion, but is not marked.
Marking for progress: Every Scheme of Learning will be designed to include one or more significant pieces of work that
will be directly focused on developing a particular skill or concept: this may be a class-based task or a Home Learning
task (such as writing a PEA paragraph or analysing a source). These tasks should be thoroughly marked for written
accuracy, literacy, grammar, and punctuation.

Marking of these tasks will be focused on progress and how to improve either the quality of written communication, or
the level of the historical skills outlined by the curriculum. Clearly indicated ReAct targets should be set on these tasks.
Generic statements, praise, or phrases should not be used.

4 Format:
Year 10: Students complete all work (classwork and homework) in A4 exercise books. A new book is issued at the start
of each new Unit (e.g. Anglo-Saxon England, Cold War). Assessment (exam questions) are completed in their exercise
books - student progress is recorded using a ‘Progress Tracker’ in the front of their books. Class notes are checked for
quality, but not marked.
Year 11: Students complete all work (classwork and homework) in A4 exercise books. A new book is issued at the start
of each new Unit (e.g. Weimar and Nazi Germany). Assessment (exam questions) are completed directly into exam
papers - student progress is recorded using a ‘Progress Tracker’ in the front of their books. Class notes are checked
for quality, but not marked.
Review: All Key Stage 4 books are taken in and reviewed a minimum of once per half-term. Classwork and note-taking
is checked for accuracy and completion, but is not marked.
Marking for progress: Every Scheme of Learning will be designed to include regular exam-style questions or planning
tasks. These tasks should be thoroughly marked for written accuracy, literacy, grammar, and punctuation.

Marking must be focused on progress and how to improve either the quality of written communication, or the level of
the historical skills that are directly relevant to the GCSE specification. For example, use of evidence, ability to explain
or evaluate, ability to construct well-supported paragraphs.Clearly indicated ReAct targets should be set.



5 Format: All students are expected to maintain a well-organised folder (students are given clear instruction and guidance
on this). Students complete all classwork and note-taking on lined A4 paper. Students complete all assessment (exam
questions) directly into pre-made Essay Booklets, fronted with a mark scheme and Essay Feedback pro-forma. Class
notes do not require marking, although it is expected that all work is checked regularly for quality and effort. Sanctions
for poor quality work (or incomplete work) must be used in line with the whole school policy. A sample of folders should
be checked once per half-term using the Folder Check pro-forma. This may be completed in lesson, or as part of a
formal check of all folders. It is suggested that these are checked on a rolling basis.Folders should be checked within
the first three weeks. Any students that do not meet expectations will need to attend a Faculty Detention. All assessed
work must be marked and returned within a maximum of two weeks. All assessed work must be completed into the
pre-made Essay Booklets and marked using the Essay Feedback pro forma sheets. All comments must be linked
explicitly to either quality of written communication or the skills outlined in the relevant specification.

Modern
Foreign
Languages

3 Students in KS3 MFL work in one exercise book. They have a tracker in the inside cover and their High Frequency
Vocabulary Booklet in their back cover. Assessment at KS3 in MFL is composed of three broad strands. Students have
an exercise book for all their work.

1) Formative assessment in every lesson. Typical assessment tasks include, but are not limited to:
● Low-stakes vocabulary testing, including High-Frequency Vocabulary
● Low-stakes grammar testing
● Self-marked / peer-marked comprehension tasks
● Self-marked / peer-marked translation tasks
● Short writing tasks, with examples shared at whole-class level
● Short speaking tasks

A range of these assessment approaches will be seen in every KS3 MFL lesson. The list is not exhaustive. Students’
exercise books / workbooks / grammar books will show a range of the tasks below. There is no expectation to record
results from this form of assessment and there is no expectation that books will be ‘acknowledgement marked’. Time will
be allocated in class for ‘book polishing’ to ensure that standards for presentation and class work are maintained.

2) Formative assessment on a regular basis. Typical assessment tasks include, but are not limited to:
● Writing tasks using the ‘MFL KS3 formative assessment pro forma’
● Other writing tasks
● Exam-style questions
● Translation tasks
● Grammar tests
● Selected vocabulary tests

These assessment tasks will take place approximately five times per module. These assessed tasks will be carried out
on light yellow paper and will be stuck into exercise books. All work on light yellow will have been seen by a teacher.



Students will record a Red/Amber/Green indication of each assessment on the MFL tracker card which is kept at the
front of the exercise book. At least one of these pieces of work each half term will lead to a teacher-issued ReAct target
and response.

3) Summative assessment:
● High-Frequency Vocabulary learning tested five times per year
● One ‘Assessment Point’, including a piece of writing assessed through Comparative Judgement
● One speaking assessment - this is the other ‘Assessment Point’
● End of Year exam, including a piece of writing assessed through Comparative Judgement

These low-frequency assessed tasks will be printed on light yellow paper and identified as more formal assessment. A
threshold level and / or mark will be issued. Results will be recorded on the MFL tracker which is kept at the front of the
exercise book.

4 Students in KS4 MFL work in one exercise book. They have a tracker in the inside cover. Assessment at KS4 in MFL is
composed of three broad strands. Students have an exercise book for all their work.

1) Formative assessment in every lesson. Typical assessment tasks include, but are not limited to:
● Low-stakes vocabulary testing
● Low-stakes grammar testing
● Self-marked / peer-marked comprehension tasks
● Self-marked / peer-marked translation tasks
● Short writing tasks, with examples shared at whole-class level
● Short speaking tasks

A range of these assessment approaches will be seen in every KS4 MFL lesson. The list is not exhaustive. Students’
exercise books / grammar workbooks will show a range of these tasks. There is no expectation to record results from
this form of assessment and there is no expectation that books will be ‘acknowledgement marked’. Time will be allocated
in class for ‘book polishing’ to ensure that standards for presentation and class work are maintained.

2) Formative assessment on a regular basis. Typical assessment tasks include, but are not limited to:
● Writing tasks
● Exam-style questions
● Translation tasks
● Grammar tests
● General conversation speaking preparation
● Speaking exam-style task preparation

These assessment tasks will take place approximately five times per module. These assessed tasks will be carried out
on light yellow paper and will be stuck into exercise books. All work on light yellow will have been seen by a teacher.
Students will record a Red/Amber/Green indication of each assessment on the MFL tracker card which is kept at the



front of the exercise book. At least one of these pieces of work each half term will lead to a teacher-issued ReAct target
and response.

3) Summative assessment:
● Regular testing of exam specification vocabulary or non-negotiable vocabulary
● Assessments in two ‘exam skills’ per module
● Trial exams

These low-frequency assessed tasks will be printed on light yellow paper and identified as more formal assessment. A
GCSE grade indication and mark will be issued. Results will be recorded on the MFL tracker which is kept at the front of
the exercise book.

5 Students in KS5 MFL work in a folder which is divided into their different topics. Assessment in MFL at KS5 is composed
of three broad strands. Student work will be kept in a ring binder.

1) Formative assessment in every lesson. Typical assessment tasks include, but are not limited to:
● Low-stakes vocabulary testing
● Low-stakes grammar testing
● Self-marked / peer-marked comprehension tasks
● Self-marked / peer-marked translation tasks
● Self-marked summary tasks
● Short writing tasks, with examples shared at whole-class level
● Short speaking tasks

A range of these assessment approaches will be seen in every KS5 MFL lesson. The list is not exhaustive. Students’
folders will show a range of these tasks. There is no expectation to record results from the assessment types below.
Folders will not be ‘acknowledgement marked’, but will be subject to folder checks.

2) Formative assessment on a regular basis. Typical assessment tasks include, but are not limited to:
● Short writing tasks / essay paragraphs
● Teacher-marked essays (both on Cultural Topics and Textbook Topics)
● Teacher-marked summary questions
● Exam-style questions
● Formal translation tasks
● Speaking preparation based on stimulus card bullet points

These assessed tasks will be printed on light yellow paper and identified as more formal assessment. An A level grade
indication and mark will be issued. Results will be recorded on the MFL tracker which is kept at the front of the folder.

3) Summative assessment:



● Fortnightly testing of course content vocabulary
● Assessments in two ‘exam skills’ per module
● Practice exam papers
● Trial exams

These assessment tasks are low-frequency. An A-Level grade indication will be issued for summative assessment tasks.
A record of these tasks will be kept on a tracker in the student folder.

Philosophy,
Religion and
Ethics

3 Students will have an A5 book which they will use to complete lessons notes and HBL tasks. These will be checked for
completion by the teacher and feedback will be given when appropriate. Students will also complete end of unit
assessments in their books, or the work will be stuck in their book. These assessments will take place at the end of
each module, approximately once every 6-8 weeks. These end of unit assessments will be marked by the teacher with
literacy marking symbols. Feedback will be given using the PRE KS3 Assessment sheet against criteria which will be
specific to the assessment and students will complete a ReAct task in red pen. This feedback will be positive and aims
to help students improve their knowledge and the skills required for them to progress further towards mastery in
Theology, Philosophy, or Social Sciences.

4 Students will have an A4 book which they will use for class notes and HBL. These class notes will be checked by the
teacher for completion and feedback will be given where appropriate. Students will also use these books for end of unit
assessments and practice exam questions. End of Unit Assessments will be marked by the teacher in line with the
EDEXCEL SPEC B Assessment criteria and with specific feedback given on how to improve. Students will complete
ReAct tasks on these to improve their marks. Practice questions will also be marked either using Peer/Self/or Teacher
assessment. Students will track these results with the practice question tracker stuck in the front of their books on
yellow paper.



5 Students are to have a folder for PRE which over the 2 years will split into 3 seperate folders: Philosophy of Religion,
Religious Ethics and Development in Christian Thought. Folder checks carried out by teachers will be recorded on a
‘Folder Check’ sheet, but it is the students’ own responsibility to maintain, organise and consolidate notes. Students will
all have folder dividers which they will use to organise their notes. They will have a divider for each sub-unit which will
give them spec details and possible practice questions for them to attempt as extra work. Students will also purchase
the textbook which they will use to supplement their lesson work and to conduct wider reading and notes on each topic.
At the end of each sub-unit, students are to complete an assessment/essay which is marked in line with the exam
assessment criteria (OCR: Religious Studies). These are clearly evidenced with a yellow marking sheet outlining the
assessment criteria and will give students a target to improve as well as specific feedback on their essay. Feedback
should be positive and with the aim of supporting students in moving forward.

Art 3 Students will complete two thematic projects in their sketchbooks to complement their studies in class. Each thematic
project is assessed at the end of the unit which is documented on a tracker at the back of their books. Home Based
Learning is set every two weeks and teachers will check progress regularly providing feedback to students either in
their sketchbook or via Google Classroom. Teacher feedback will provide students with clear next step targets to
enable them to make outstanding progress in their sketchbooks which will be evidenced by a creative and a personal
response to the set theme. We follow the school ReAct policy to ensure that students are able to review next step
targets and action accordingly.

4 Art and Design (Photography/ Textiles and Fine Art) Edexcel:
Students complete a coursework project which accounts for 60% of their overall grade and also an exam which
accounts for 40% of their overall grade. Students receive regular verbal feedback via tutorials to support the
development of their projects and also their artistic outcomes. Students receive feedback from their peers via group
critiques and written targets.Students receive next step feedback for their work via Google Classroom.

5 Art and Design (Photography/ Textiles and Fine Art) OCR:
Students complete a Personal Investigation which accounts for 60% of their overall grade and also an exam which
accounts for 40% of their overall grade. Students receive regular verbal feedback via tutorials to support the
development of their personal investigations and also their artistic outcomes. Students submit work for review on
Google Classroom and receive next step feedback via Google Classroom. Students also complete an essay and we
provide feedback for this both verbally and via Google Classroom.



Music 3 KS3 lessons have a strong practical focus that combine the core skills of performing, composing, listening and
understanding music. All work is online, using Google Classroom as a platform. There are five projects across the year
and each project culminates in a formal assessment (often in the form of a performance or composition submission)
which receives feedback from the teacher with a clear target for improvement. Formal listening assessments are
carried out three times over the year and feedback is given through a combination of online and teacher marking. An
online tracker is updated for each assessment with the result and one, focused target. The school’s ReAct policy is
followed to ensure students engage with the feedback. Formative feedback is given every lesson and can take the form
of; verbal feedback, quizzing, informal listening tasks, self assessment, whole class feedback and questioning.
Progress in extended practical projects is recorded and uploaded to Google Drive. Home-based learning is set at least
once per project.

4 Students have a class exercise book for note taking and materials related to the written exam. The 16 topics are in the
front of the book and set-works related learning is in the back of the book. Home-based learning is set weekly and
teacher marked or self-assessed, with clear targets for improvement and ReAct tasks. Class books and folders are
collected regularly to check quality by the teacher with targets for improvement set, including literacy targets. Focus on
Sound is a digital resource that we subscribe to and features learning materials and online tests/quizzes. These are
regularly set as part of home learning. Composition work is submitted digitally, with teacher comments added and
shared online via Google Classroom. Students also receive regular verbal feedback on composition work. Students are
given regular exam style questions for each topic which are completed in class and for home-based learning which are
peer marked or teacher assessed.

5 Home-based learning is set weekly and marked to be returned the following lesson, with clear targets for improvement
and ReAct tasks. Home-based learning is to include regular exam practice. Class notes are not marked but checked for
quality during folder checks and action taken with the student if necessary. Recording and composition coursework is
submitted digitally, with teacher comments added and shared via Google Classroom or the Music Students’ Drive.
Students also receive regular verbal feedback on coursework during one to one sessions in lessons.

Drama 3 Students are assessed through a variety of methods to test the application of skills. Throughout the year students will
complete at least one of the following forms of assessment: Google Form Knowledge and Understanding quiz,
Peer-Assessment (verbal), Peer Postcards (written), Performance assessments and Collaborative assessments. Verbal
feedback is continually given throughout all KS3 lessons and is reactive to what students are producing (practically) in
lessons. The scaff-holding and peer-assessment of practical tasks also encourages students to reflect and make
changes within the lesson.



4 The setting of homework changes throughout the academic year according to the component students are studying.
Students complete research tasks, Portfolios for the Devising Drama component, a Concept Pro Forma for the
Presenting and Performing Texts component, rehearsals for Practical Exams (of which students are expected to attend
regularly). Students use exercise books throughout Year 10 and 11 to record, consolidate and prepare for future
learning. Exam questions based on the set text and live theatre analysis are given out throughout the year to ensure
that students continue practising and preparing for the final written paper in Year 11. Spelling tests are also given to
Year 10 and 11’s and are self-marked at the start or end of theory lessons.

5 Homework is set weekly and changes according to the component students are studying. Students complete their
written homework in their exercise books which are regularly marked and record feedback from teachers. A large
amount of homework consists of rehearsal sessions with their group where teachers are often present and give verbal
feedback and will set further research tasks to develop the practical performances. Students will complete written notes
throughout lesson time to ensure that practical work is documented for future use. Year 12 will use both lesson and
homework time to complete their Working Notebook for the Creating Original Drama component. Year 13 will equally
use both lesson and homework time to complete a Reflective Report required for the Making Theatre component.
Students receive regular feedback on these tasks in written form either in the work books or on Google Docs. The
faculty is making an effort to move from written notebooks to online storage of work to ensure both subject teachers
have access to the documents and can effectively mark documents using the review functions offered through Google
Docs. Google Classroom is used to store resources and lesson aids for students to revise from in the lead up to written
examinations.

Physical
Education

3 Formative assessment takes place throughout the lessons and students receive regular verbal feedback from both the
teachers and peers. Each student has an online self-assessment grid (shared with them on Google Classroom), which
they complete at the end of each practical unit and identifies if they are working at Bronze, Silver, Gold or Platinum
level. They will also identify areas of strengths and weaknesses for each class.



4 GCSE:
Checklist for students to follow when completing their coursework and marking is codified. Students use the front of the
book and back of the book - front for classwork and home-based learning and the back for all exam questions and end
of unit tests. Classwork and home-based learning in books will be marked every half term, skim marked and RAG’d.
End of unit tests will be done every half term and marked by the teacher. Students will complete questions during
lessons, which will be peer and self assessed, but also be monitored through the use of a progress tracker, found in
their books. Whole class progress trackers are shared with students and they can monitor their own progress at any
time. It is an expectation that staff complete these regularly. This will include data from end of unit tests and also from
practical lessons. During practical lessons, there will be ongoing assessment, with an end of unit grade shared with
students after completion of a block of an activity. These grades will also be added to the progress tracker. Throughout
both theory and practical lessons, students will receive verbal feedback from the teacher and, at times, their peers.
Homework will be set weekly, but this may be less frequent, as long as sufficient progress is being made.

BTEC:
Whole class progress trackers are shared with students and they can monitor their own progress at any time. It is an
expectation that staff complete these regularly, as tasks and assignments are finished. Using a checklist, students
self-assess and proof-read work prior to submission.

5 Whole class progress trackers are shared with students and they can monitor their own progress at any time. It is an
expectation that staff complete these regularly. Classwork in folders will be marked every half term, skim marked and
ragged. End of unit tests will be done every half term and marked by the teacher. Students will complete questions
during lessons, which will be peer and self-assessed, but also be monitored through the use of a progress tracker,
found in their books. Homework is set weekly and extended answers questions marked by individual teachers.

CTEC:
Whole class progress trackers are shared with students and they can monitor their own progress at any time. It is an
expectation that staff complete these regularly, as tasks and assignments are finished. Using a checklist, students self
assess and proof read work prior to submission.



Sport

(BTEC/

CTEC)

4 Codifying used by staff when assessing work. Students are fully aware of this and ReAct to feedback given. Google
Classroom and docs are used to complete work and students follow assignment checklists. This work can be found
quickly by all students and staff and they are accountable. Verbal feedback is a constant feature of lessons to
individuals and whole classes. Students are given deadlines to complete work by and it is the expectation that if they
can’t complete it during lesson time, that this is done in their own time for homework. Frequency of homework given
does vary, but students are given the independence to complete assignments in the timeframe given. Whole class
progress trackers are shared with students and they can monitor their own progress at any time. It is an expectation
that staff complete these weekly.

5 Codifying used by staff when assessing work. Students are fully aware of this and ReAct to feedback given. Google
Classroom and docs are used to complete work and students follow assignment checklists. This work can be found
quickly by all students and staff and they are accountable. Staff use the comments feature to give written feedback and
verbal feedback is a constant feature of lessons to individuals and whole classes. Students are given deadlines to
complete work by and it is the expectation that if they can’t complete it during lesson time, that this is done in their own
time for homework. Frequency of homework given does vary, but students are given the independence to complete
assignments in the timeframe given. Whole class progress trackers are shared with students and they can monitor their
own progress at any time. It is an expectation that staff complete these frequently.

Dance 3 Formative assessment takes place throughout the lessons and students receive regular verbal feedback from both the
teachers and peers. This is through activities such as verbal feedback or reviewing videos and setting targets for
improvement. Each student has an online self-assessment grid (shared with them on Google Classroom), which they
complete at the end of each practical unit and identifies if they are working at Bronze, Silver, Gold or Platinum level.
They will also identify areas of strengths and weaknesses and what to improve upon in their next rotation of dance.
Year 9 follows the same format, however there is more focus in the self-assessment Google form on one of the
following areas: performance and technique, creative skills, appreciation. This is completed in week 7 or 8 of the
module to allow for a couple of lessons to apply feedback. The scaff-holding and peer-assessment of practical tasks
also encourages students to reflect and make changes within the lesson.



4 Home-based learning is set weekly and changes according to the component students are studying for both GCSE and
BTEC Dance.

GCSE Dance
Students complete their theory home-based learning in their dance folders and are marked throughout each
professional work studied. Folder checks/work scrutiny are completed on a termly basis to check quality and
presentation of work. ReAct tasks are set in the following lesson to reflect on feedback and targets, as well as quizzes
to test knowledge and understanding. All exam questions are marked in line with AQA criteria. For performance in a trio
and set phrases students complete work both in folders and on Google Drive. Alongside classwork, as well as teacher
and peer observations, work is recorded and uploaded onto Google Drive. Self and peer assessments are used as
formative assessments using the marking criteria. Choreography coursework is submitted on Google Drive for teacher
and student evaluation and tracking throughout. Choreographic journals used for teacher comments, verbal feedback
and student reflections/evaluations, as well as teacher logs on Google Drive to track progress. Students receive regular
verbal feedback on choreography work.

BTEC Dance
Students have a Google Drive BTEC dance folder which contains all their coursework throughout the year. Whole class
progress trackers are used to monitor progress. Verbal feedback and written comments are given to aid progression in
both practical and written coursework. Using a checklist, students self assess and proof read work prior to submission.

5 Home-based learning is set weekly and changes according to the component students are studying. Students complete
their theory home-based learning in their dance folders. Students are responsible for maintaining a well-structured
folder to hold assessment, notes, class work and home learning. Notes are not marked but checked during folder
checks and recorded on Google Drive and Google Classroom with class tasks. Where appropriate, students also carry
out peer and self-assessment on completed classwork and home learning. Exam questions are marked in line with
AQA criteria. Practical coursework is submitted on Google Drive for teacher and student to evaluate and track
throughout, as well as home-based learning tasks. Self and peer assessments are used as formative assessments
using the marking criteria and trackers for Solo Performance to monitor feedback and progression. Choreographic
journals are used for teacher comments, verbal feedback and student reflections/evaluations, as well as a teacher
tracker on Google Drive to monitor progress. Students receive regular verbal feedback on choreography work.



Computer
Science

3 Schemes of learning run for approximately one half term. At the end of each scheme of learning students complete a
summative assessment which is marked by their teacher with appropriate feedback provided. The practical nature of
the subject means that students will receive verbal feedback from their teacher on a regular basis. In addition to this,
work in online student workbooks offers students an indication about their progress as they work through a scheme of
learning. Students are provided with an online tracker that records results and next steps to make further progress..
The computer science faculty embeds opportunities for teacher, peer and self-assessment in every scheme of learning
at KS3. Students submit both classwork and home learning to assignments on Google Classroom, this is also where
teacher feedback is provided through the use of rubrics and teacher comments.

4 Students are responsible for maintaining a well-structured folder to hold notes, classwork and home learning. Folder
checks are completed on a termly basis to ensure that work is well presented, logically structured and present.
Teaching staff do not mark students’ notes. Exam question practice, worksheets and programming challenges are
marked by teachers on a regular basis. Where appropriate, students also carry out peer and self-assessment on
completed classwork and home learning. Google Classroom is also used for students to submit work and receive
teacher feedback. This is particularly true for when students are submitting programming challenges and projects.

5 Students are responsible for maintaining a well-structured folder to hold notes, classwork and home learning. Students
maintain theory notes in an online blog. Folder and blog checks are completed on a termly basis to ensure that work is
well presented, logically structured and present. Teaching staff do not mark students’ notes. Exam question practice,
worksheets and programming challenges are marked by teachers on a regular basis. Where appropriate, students also
carry out peer and self-assessment on completed classwork and home learning. Google Classroom is also used for
students to submit work and receive teacher feedback. This is particularly true for when students are submitting
programming challenges and projects.



Economics,
Business,
Enterprise
and
Financial
Studies

4 Assessment (GCSE and BTEC Exam units)
Students are assessed at the end of each module (approximately every half term) using a mix of the three modes of
assessment found in the exams: MCQs, 2/3 Mark and 6/9/12 mark questions. These are marked by teachers and
grades tracked in the tracking folder of the Google Drive. A standard ReAct sheet is used as part of the feedback
process. When marking teachers mark against assessment objectives using the annotations K, Ap, AN and EV

Marking and Feedback
Teachers do not mark class notes, but work is skimmed for obvious spelling errors of key words and presentation.
Books are collected regularly - generally, after a task which requires staff feedback has been completed (such as a
6/10 mark question). This task will be marked carefully and feedback will be given. This comment based marking will
focus on AOs and how to improve. Teachers use feedback proformas, when this is appropriate. Time will always be
allocated after books have been marked to allow students time to ReAct Students are expected to peer and self
assess class based tasks. Book checks are a regular part of faculty meetings. When preparing for internal
assessments, BTEC students are more likely to keep their class notes electronically. Staff monitor this to ensure that
research and notes are carefully organised, according to learning aims and can be retrieved easily when required.
Internal assessments are collected in,marked and fed back to students in accordance with BTEc regulations



5 Assessment
Students are assessed at the end of each module (approximately every half term) using a mix of the three modes of
assessment found in the exams: MCQs, short answers and extended writing. These are marked by teachers and
grades tracked in the tracking folder of the Google Drive. A standard ReAct sheet is used as part of the feedback
process. When marking teachers mark against assessment objectives using the annotations K, Ap, AN and EV.

Marking and Feedback
Teachers do not mark class notes in folders, but folders are checked for presentation, organisation and completeness
of the notes/classwork. Some students will store their notes/classwork electronically, but most will use a lever arch file,
with specification dividers. Routine written tasks are collected in, and assessed by the teacher regularly. This could be
a data response question; case study questions or a longer piece of writing. These tasks will be marked carefully and
feedback will be given. This comment based marking will focus on AOs and how to improve as well as identifying
misunderstandings, a mark may be given as an indicator of progress . Teachers use feedback proformas, when this is
appropriate. Time will always be allocated after writing tasks have been marked to allow students time to ReAct
Students are expected to peer and self assess class based tasks. Folder checks are a regular part of faculty meetings
and there is a folder check proforma, which each student should keep at the front of their folder. When preparing for
internal assessments, BTEC students are more likely to keep their class notes electronically. Staff must monitor this to
ensure that research and notes are carefully organised, according to learning aims and can be retrieved easily when
required. Internal assessments are collected in,marked and fed back to students in accordance with BTEC regulations



Design and
Technology

(inc food
technology)

3 For all modules of study students participate in a four 10-week rotation over the course of each ks3 academic year, with
the exception of year 9 where students have 20-week long rotations. Students are typically provided with a workbook
which they will use to complete all lesson activities and tasks as well as a way to record evidence of assessment.

Students are assessed over the course of the 10 weeks (20 in year 9) on the following 4 areas

Research (Knowledge): Any investigation based tasks will contribute to this section.
Planning/Designing: Any work that shows planning, design or development work will contribute to this section.
Making: Any practical elements and accompanying journals or reviews of their progress will contribute to this section.
Evaluation: Any annotations, evaluative comments or overall evaluations of the students work will contribute to this
section.

Over the course of the rotation students work is assessed/marked and feedback is given through written, verbal and
peer feedback after which students are given time to act on and in the case of verbal feedback are expected to
summarise what has been said. Written feedback usually has a WWW/EBI or if the work completed is not up to the
standard expected then 121 feedback is given. Students will also have their work marked through Google Classroom,
they will find guided feedback similar to what has been produced in the books. At the end of the rotation the student's
work is assessed overall with a final grade given. As well as a brief summary of WWW & EBI, students are able to
review their learning by using the matrix at the front of the books.



4 Coursework
KS4 we follow a very similar structure to KS3, Students complete coursework style pieces of work over the course of
the two years students will be assessed similarly as to how they would be with their GCSE coursework. Feedback is
given throughout their lessons, usually this will be in the form of verbal feedback as the task is being completed. For
example, in a food practical, the teacher will point out what is great about a particular process but then also provide
guidance on how to show a higher set of skill work or the teacher will sit down with a student’s design work and give
them a few ideas/pointers to help develop their ideas further. At the end of each Assessment Objective (AO) written
feedback will be given to students as well as an indicator of what grade their work would have received in the real thing.
Students are expected to keep this feedback and use it in their later coursework and even their actual GCSE work as a
way to make sure they can achieve the maximum amount of marks from their work.

Written Assessments
Students are expected to take notes from ppts as well as the text books provided to them about a given subject/topic. A
mix of long and short questions are given and usually discussed as a group and then feedback is given and
suggestions made on how best to deliver the best response to achieve maximum marks. Recently ACE questioning
has been used in PD to great effect to get some great responses from students. At the end of each unit of study an
Assessment is delivered in the same style as the exam paper expected at the end of the GCSE. Students mark their
own work except for the 5-10+ mark questions which will be marked by the Classroom teacher. Feedback is given and
results are recorded for later reference especially for personal revision plans in year 11.



5 Students are expected to take notes and keep a personal revision folder for all theory work covered in the lesson.
Exemplar questions are given and then are broken down and explained how the best marks are achieved. Students will
be assessed at the end of each unit of study and feedback is given both individually and collectively especially when
great examples of work can be shown to the class. Coursework feedback is regularly given, hand written notes for each
student are written, scanned and emailed to the student so they are aware of what their coursework requires in order
for them to improve. A progress tracker is attached at the front of their coursework portfolio which breaks down the
different AO’s as well as what mark students got for each individual section of their coursework. A full breakdown of
their final grade is given at the end of the coursework submission date where students are given detailed feedback for
each AO of the coursework as well as what they need to do in order to move their grade up to the next mark bracket.

Personal
Development

3 & 4 Classwork and assessed work is completed in an A5 exercise book. Classwork will not be marked but skimmed and
feedback given on presentation and SPAG errors. At the end of each major theme (5 each year) students complete an
online quiz and self-assess against know, understand and be able to criteria for the theme (sheet stuck in books at the
end of each theme). Teachers will make a cumulative judgement using key assessment pieces of work (completed in
the exercise book), the quiz, student contributions in lessons and the student self-assessment to teacher assess
against the same key criteria for the theme. Teachers will set a ReAct task that supports students to make progress
towards an element of the criteria that they have not yet achieved and students will be asked to set themselves a
target. Teachers will also use this cumulative judgement to suggest what colour (Diamond-Zinc) students are currently
on track to achieve and all key assessment information is recorded on an assessment tracker found at the front of
exercise books.

5 Classwork and assessed work is completed online through Google Classroom. Classwork will not be marked but used
to help students make progress towards the assessed criteria.At the end of each major theme (5 each year) students
complete an online quiz and self-assess against know, understand and be able to criteria for the theme (all found on
Google Classroom). Teachers will make a cumulative judgement using the quiz, student contributions in lessons and
the student self-assessment and then teachers assess against the same key criteria for the theme. Teachers will set a
ReAct task that supports students to make progress towards an element of the criteria that they have not yet achieved
and students will be asked to set themselves a target. Teachers will also use this cumulative judgement to suggest
what colour (Diamond-Zinc) students are currently on track to achieve and all key assessment information is recorded
on an assessment tracker shared with students on Google Classroom.



Government
and Politics

5 Class notes do not require marking, although it is expected that all work is checked regularly for quality and effort.
Sanctions for poor quality work (or incomplete work) must be used in line with the whole school policy. A sample of
folders should be checked once per half-term using the Folder Check pro-forma. This may be completed in lesson, or
as part of a formal check of all folders. It is suggested that these are checked on a rolling basis. Folders should be
checked within the first three weeks. Any students that do not meet expectations will need to attend a Faculty Detention
overseen by the DoL. All assessed work must be marked and returned within a maximum of two weeks. All assessed
work must be marked using the Essay Feedback pro forma sheets. All comments must be linked explicitly to either
quality of written communication or the skills outlined in the relevant specification.

Sociology 5 Students are responsible for maintaining a well-structured folder to hold notes, class work and home learning. Students
complete reading and notetaking prior to each lesson and this is not marked. Exam questions are completed regularly
for which written or verbal feedback is provided and personalised ReAct activities are set for each student. Other work
may also receive teacher feedback, for example essay plans and essay paragraphs. Teacher feedback is provided
online via Google Classroom. Students use teacher feedback to summarise their strengths and areas for development.

Psychology 5 Formative assessment is used extensively in this subject. The expectation is that one formative assessment takes
place approximately every two/three weeks. The quantity of work assessed is always limited to two/three topics. The
assessment takes the form of a formal hand-written examination with questions set from ExamPro. Teachers mark
these exams and provide next step targets for improvement to all students. Mark schemes and examiners advice is
provided for all of the specification and students ReAct to improve their own work following an assessment. The
assessment grades and percentage scores are tracked and form the basis for reporting home to parents.

Teachers mark and grade summative examinations. There are three formal examinations: one in Nov/Dec for Year 13,
the second after the Summer break for Year 13 and a final end of year threshold examination for Year 12 students.
Teachers moderate the marking of summative examinations. Interventions are planned following examinations in
consultation with the student who meets with the teacher one-on-one each week. The students are invited to actively
plan their next steps. Teachers act as guides in the learning process. Students are trained to examine and regularly
upgrade C/B essay work using examiners commentary as part of their home learning activities. Home learning is
constructed so that students can self-check their work against mark schemes. The teacher's role is to check that work
has been completed and handed in on time. All home learning tasks are set on Google Classroom. Detentions are
given if work is submitted late.



Further
Maths

5 All lesson notes are in A4 exercise books or folders. These are not marked by the teacher, but students are expected to
self-assess their work after each exercise. For each unit, there are approximately six assessed pieces of homework.
Students are expected to make revision notes prior to the assessed homework and complete a review of their work
before handing in. The work is then marked by the teacher, using the exam style mark schemes, which involves the
allocation of M, A and B marks. A ReAct sheet is also filled in at this time by the teacher which gives targets for
improvements and extension work. Verbal feedback is also given by the teacher during this process. Throughout the
course regular assessments are given which are marked by the teacher again against examination marking criteria.
Verbal feedback and targets will also be shared at this time. Examination papers used as revision are marked by the
students, using the examiners mark schemes.

Media
Studies

4 Every student has a shared Google Drive folder, where Notes are kept. All assessments are kept in a physical folder, or
on Google Classroom if digital.

Notes/Classwork: Students are expected to take notes in class, and this will be kept online in Google Doc format.
These notes are not marked, but regular summative assessment will be used to check understanding. Some tasks,
some of which are more complex and might span multiple lessons, are submitted on Google Classroom. Some units
have accompanying booklets - these are kept in folders.
Home Learning: Google Classroom may also be used for Home Learning tasks, although this can also be on paper
(see below).
Assessment: Assessments for each module are generally completed twice per half-term, and will have direct links to
exam format. In the earlier parts of Year 10, these take the form of Google Form documents, which test basic
knowledge. Some responses are digital, but by January of Y11, the students will be reverting solely to their usual way
of working. We do regular low-stakes Quizizz and Kahoot testing for Y10/11 regularly.
NEA - Summer term is mostly reserved for pre-production and completion of the NEA. NEA is collated in Google Drive
folders, which are shared between students and the faculty. Students are expected to keep all of their ongoing work
within this folder.
Students are required to have their own subject folder. Folder checks will take place by the faculty team during each
term. These folders will store: any paper notes students have printed, any worksheets or work booklets, revision notes
and exam responses/essays/mock exams which have been formally marked and given back. Students are expected to
keep these folders safe in the Classroom, but may take them home for revision.



5 Every student has a shared Google Drive folder, where Notes are kept. All assessments are kept in a physical folder,
or on Google Classroom if digital.

Notes/Classwork: Students are expected to take notes in class, and are trusted to use their own devices or school
PCs to do so. These notes are not marked, but regular summative assessment will be used to check understanding.
Some tasks, some of which are more complex and might span multiple lessons, are submitted on Google Classroom.
Some students prefer paper-based notes, and this is encouraged if it works for them. All such notes will be expected to
be stored in their folders (see below)
Home Learning: Google Classroom may also be used for Home Learning tasks, although this can also be on paper
(see below). Sixth Form students are often set preparation/reading tasks before lessons, and these will always be
made clear on Google Classroom.
Assessment: Assessments for each module are generally completed twice per half-term, and will have direct links to
exam format. For Sixth Formers, this might result in 4-5 different exam questions per term, which are marked, and have
an accompanying task or ReAct lesson. The assessments might take the form of -

- A 10 mark or 15 mark question
- A combination of 10 & 15 mark questions
- A 30 mark question

Students might complete this in formal conditions in the lesson, and some may be set as HBL.
Students are required to have their own subject folder. Folder checks will take place by the faculty team during each
term. These folders will store: any paper notes students have printed, any worksheets or work booklets, revision notes
and exam responses/essays/mock exams which have been formally marked and given back. Students will keep these
folders safe, and will not be left on site.


